GO FOR COACH!!! COACH!!! COACH!!!
Everyone's Goal should be to reach Coach-- and helping all your Team reach
Coach!
Examples to achieve this!
80 people on your Left and Right Team-- that have a 1 Bottle pack!
34 people on your Left and Right Team-- that have a 4 Bottle pack!
17 on each side with an 8 bottle Pack! (This is by far the easiest & fastest)

=> Encourage everyone to get the 8 bottle pack if they can--- Everyone is screaming
for this product---It will not sit around--If you order a 1 or 4 bottles-You’ll be kicking
yourself!

=> You will need at least 6 personally sponsored – 3 on each side!
So bringing in 6 people: 3R + 3L is a good first goal. At the Coach Rank, you also need to
have 10,000 point volume on each side. Most people building to Coach quickly have
brought in 15 to 25 or so people into their businesses. Some will mainly use the product.
Some will build a bit, and some will build a rockin’ business. All of these can be part of
your business as you grow to Coach steadily or on the fast track.

=> Don't forget to set up your Auto-order -

Depending on how many customers you
have on Auto-ship, you want to make sure you are qualified as Active
You’ll need 2 bottles on Auto-Order to qualify for commissions for Coach OR have 3
Customers on Auto-Ship.

=> People going to the TOP quickly are all encouraging their Team to do the 8
bottle Executive Pack-- & 2 Bottles on Auto order! This is the BEST VALUE for your
Team!
When you teach & Train this, you will Pop ranks quickly, and so will your Team!
This is the Easiest way to build!
Always Train the Easiest and Most Effective way!

